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Learning outcomes in most 
schools: 
 
§  Literacy proficiency in written and oral text 

§  Media literacy  
§  Critical thinking  

§  Meaningful expression 

§  additional charge for professors: 

§  team teaching 
§  interdisciplinary teaching 



� students must be able to interpret texts 
in their professional environment 

�  our goal is to develop those abilities in 
students 

�  language learning not a means in itself 
(not just acquisition of grammar and 
vocabulary) but a means of engaging 
with and producing texts that represent 
various discourses  

� à critical thinking; appropriate 
expression; multiple literacies 



� text-based (authentic texts)  
� genre-based (newspaper article, 

narrative; anecdotes; fairy-tales; 
etc.) approach à ask yourself, what 
lexical, grammatical resources do 
certain forms of text need? 

� sequencing: theme-based learning 
units; textbooks replaced by 
carefully selected example texts of a 
genre 



Advantages: 

� Establishes awareness for the nature of 
language that might not take place in the 
native language 

� Awareness of register: different social 
situations require different address and 
language (father vs.dad; child vs. kid) 

� Establishes authority through language 
use: expert vocabulary; use of adverbs 
(for sure; regularly) 



Example: Recipe 
�  Contextual Level:  

�  Field (Content/Nature of 
Activity): Cooking; 
(ingredients, action verbs; 
adverbs of time) 

�  Tenor (Social Roles): neutral, 
authorative (from expert to 
learner) 

�  Mode (Role of language in the 
interaction): instruction; 
imperatives/infinitives 

�  Stages of Genre (step-by-step 
way of accomplishing a goal): 
list of ingredients then 
instructions) 



Example: Fairy Tale 
� Field: fairy tale (specific motifs and 

elements; verbs in narrative past; 
repetitions)  

� Tenor: neutral (narration); authorative 
(moral) 

� Mode: oral or written (verbs in narrative 
past; rhymes; formulaic beginning and 
ending; adverbs of time) 

� Stages: Beginning – Conflict#1—
Resolution of Conflict #1– Conflict #2– 
Resolution of Conflict#2– Conclusion/The 
End 



Focus: Stages of the Genre 



Focus: Semantic Field 



Focus: Mode (Role of the language) 

� Have students identify the following 
elements in fairy tales by underlining, 
circling and creating their own lists of 
vocabulary and stylistic elements:  

� Stylistic elements of discourse in the 
genre: repetitions, contrasts; 
chronological narration; adverbs of time 

� Sentence elements: temporal subordinate 
clauses (then; thereafter…); relative 
clauses; adjective endings; verbs in 
narrative past 

� Vocabulary: fairy-tale specific words; 
detailed descriptions with adjectives 





From Reading to Retelling to 
Creating your Own Fairy Tale 

Flöthmann, Frank. Grimms 
Märchen Ohne Worte. Köln: 
DuMont Buchverlag, 2013.  



Students tell unknown fairy tales 
based on pictures:  

Hans im Glück 





http://favim.com/
image/652456/ 

•  Hänsel und Gretel 
•  Der Wald 

•  Der Vogel 
•  Das 

Lebkuchenhaus 



Letzten 
Sommer  

•  Wasserfall im Wald 

•  Auf dem Weg 
gewandert 

•  Wir haben uns im 
Wald verirrt 

•  Ein Sturm 

•  Dem Fluss folgen 



Der vergiftete Apfel 

•  Wie Schneewittchen  
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